Announcing our Third Call for Proposals:

**AI to Transform Cybersecurity and Secure Critical Infrastructure**

It is anticipated that up to USD $10 million in Research Awards will be awarded from this Call for Proposals. Proposals can request funding of USD $100,000 to $1,000,000 for an initial period of one (1) year.

C3DTI will also make available up to USD $2 million in Azure Cloud computing resources, supercomputing resources at UIUC’s NCSA and LBNL’s NERSC, and free, unlimited access to the C3 AI Suite hosted on the Microsoft Azure Cloud.

**** We will be offering a virtual session with information on the CFP including an opportunity to ask questions early in January. Please keep an eye out on your email and this wiki page for more information. ****

Proposals are Due February 7, 2022

Awards will be made in March 2022 with start dates of around June 1, 2022
Quick Links:

- C3.ai DTI Webpage
- Events
- Information on Call for Proposals
- Proposal Matchmaking
- C3.ai DTI Training Materials
- C3 Administration (password protected)

Have Questions? Please contact one of us:

- Jay Roloff, jayr@illinois.edu (Executive Director, c3.ai.DTI)
- R. Srikant, rsrikant@illinois.edu (Co-Director, c3.ai.DTI)
- Tandy Warnow, warnow@illinois.edu (Co-chief Scientist, c3.ai.DTI)
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